5 Ways Hybrid Headless CMS
Deliver Better CX
Traditional content management systems (CMS) make it
difficult for marketers to pursue an omnichannel approach,
because of their restrictive, proprietary content design and
distribution frameworks.
That’s a problem because modern consumers expect a
seamless, exceptional customer experience, no matter
which channel they may be using to get in touch with
your brand.

So, what’s a
modern
marketer
to do?

Taking a hybrid headless approach to CMS, such Crownpeak’s Digital
Experience Platform, combines the omnichannel flexibility of headless
CMS with the improved customer experience delivery potential of a
decoupled approach, providing the best of both worlds.
Here are five ways hybrid headless CMS delivers better CX:

1.
2.

ENABLING COMPELLING
OMNICHANNEL CONTENT
With a hybrid headless CMS, you can easily create content
and distribute it widely across multiple, disparate channels via
APIs, all without the help of your IT team. That means that you
can play to a wider market, deliver campaigns cost-effectively
and at speed, and ensure your content gets to the right places
at the right moments.

BROADENING THE TECH TOOLS
AT YOUR DISPOSAL TO MAXIMIZE THE
IMPACT OF YOUR CONTENT
With hybrid headless CMS, your developers can use
cutting-edge tools to create modern, competitive digital
experiences. These platforms are tool-agnostic, and
unconstrained by legacy coding limitations, so your
developers can take advantage of the best technologies for
the job, and deliver beautiful, high-converting content to
the widest possible audience.

3.

TARGETING THE RIGHT AUDIENCE
WITH PITCH-PERFECT MESSAGING
AND TIMING
Marketers can use hybrid headless CMS to precisely target
their content at particular consumer groups. Because
marketers have direct control over front-end presentation,
they are empowered to design, publish and iterate at speed,
in a way that was impossible with traditional, monolithic
platforms and first-generation headless CMS.
In an online environment where many customers expect
customized experiences, the ability to accurately target the
audience likely to be most receptive to your products or
services is vital to optimizing your customer acquisition and
retention strategies.

4.

MAXIMIZING CONTENT
VALUE AND USAGE
With a hybrid headless CMS that uses APIs, you can distribute
both legacy and newly created content widely without
incurring substantial costs, seamlessly adapting the content
to different channels. This adds value to your evergreen
content, which can now be distributed widely with ease and
used far into the future as new channels are introduced.

5.

PROVIDING TIMELY,
RELEVANT CONTENT AT SCALE
The rapid delivery capability offered by hybrid headless CMS
architecture helps you keep your content hyper-relevant. With
trends, memes, and viral posts rapidly sweeping through the
digital ecosystem, timeliness is a crucial factor in keeping pace
with market demand. Hybrid headless systems also allow
for much wider content distribution to emerging channels,
enabling you to move with your audiences, and deliver the
fresh, modern experiences today’s consumers demand.

Want to see Crownpeak’s CMS in action and explore
what it can do to support your marketing efforts?
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